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The pursuit game with one evader and one pursuer is considered. Conflict-control process is described 
by system of the differential equations with delay. One of the effective methods for solving specific problems 
of pursuit game is the method of resolving functions, which is closely related to the First Direct Method of 
L.S. Pontryagin and provides a basis for the classical rules of parallel convergence, long-known design 
engineers of aviation and rocketry. The modification of the method of resolving functions for differential
pursuit game with delay is developed. The sufficient conditions on the parameters of the process for the end 
of the game for a certain finite time are obtained.

Controlled systems, which is described be system of differential equations with delay, provide adequate 
models for many actual controlled processes. 

Let the motion of the conflict-controlled process be described by the system

, , . , ,tx t f t x t x u t v tx (1)

where : R R , 0 Rn nf Q , R ,nx t the controls of players ,u U v V are measurable 

functions of time; : RnU V , 0 0, ,C ,U V nonempty compact sets,

. , 0 , 0tx x t s s Q is prehistory of the process.

In R n consider a terminal cylindrical set of form

0 ,M M M (2)

where 0M is a linear subspace in R n and ,M K L with L being the orthogonal complement of 0M in 

R n .
The goals of the pursuer (u) and evader (v) are opposite. The first player tries to bring the trajectory of 

process (1) to the terminal set (2) in the shortest time, whereas the second player tried to maximally put off 
the instant when the trajectory reaches the set ,M or even avoid this meeting at all [1, 2].

One of the effective methods for solving specific problems of pursuit game is the method of resolving 
functions [3], which is closely related to the First Direct Method of L.S. Pontryagin and provides a basis for
the classical rules of parallel convergence, long-known design engineers of aviation and rocketry. The 
modification of the method of resolving functions for differential pursuit game with delay is developed. The 
sufficient conditions on the parameters of the process for the end of the game for a certain finite time are 
obtained.
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